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ABSTRACT: Inorganic fullerene clusters have attracted wide-
spread attention due to their highly symmetrical geometric
structures and intrinsic electronic properties. However, cage-like
clusters composed of heavy metal elements with high symmetry are
rarely reported, and their synthesis is also highly challenging. In
this study, we present the synthesis of a [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4−
cluster that incorporates a {Bi20} cage with pseudo-Ih symmetry,
making it the largest main group metal cluster compound
composed of the bismuth element to date. Magnetic character-
ization and theoretical calculations suggest that the spin state of
the overall cluster is a quartet. Quantum chemical calculations
reveal that the [Bi20]3− cluster has a similar electronic configuration
to C606− and the [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− cluster exhibits a unique open-
shell aromatic character.

■ INTRODUCTION
The investigation of three-dimensional (3D) aromaticity in
spherical molecules has deepened our understanding of their
stability and reactivity.1−7 Lipscomb’s study on the structure of
B10H102− extended the research scope of aromaticity to 3D
systems.8,9 Subsequently, Wade and Mingos investigated the
relationship between the structure types and the number of
bonding electrons of boranes and carboranes, proposing simple
rules of 2N + 2 for skeletal electrons and 4N + 2 for valence
electrons (N represents the number of vertexes).10,11 Over the
course of several decades, a unified electron-counting rule for
bonding electrons was developed by Jemmis et al.12,13 This
rule encompasses the Wade rule as a special case and aids in
understanding the stability of fused boranes, carboranes, and
metallaboranes. Recently, 3D aromaticity in closo and nido
boranes has been confirmed, and the exploration of the 3D
aromaticity of the dodecaiodo-dodecaborate cluster has
indicated the presence of single, rather than double, 3D
aromaticity due to its energy instability.14,15 3D aromaticity has
been also observed in charged or neutral fullerenes, which
exhibit the maximum aromaticity when the number of
conjugated π electrons follows Hirsch’s 2(N + 1)2 rule for
spherical aromaticity (Figure 1).16−19 Additionally, Sola ̀ and
Poater proposed the 2N2 + 2N + 1 (S = N + 1/2) rule, which is
suitable for open-shell spherical aromatic compounds and
demonstrated that this rule, along with the Baird rule, can be
extended to the open-shell jellium model of metal clusters.20,21

Open-shell aromaticity has also been reported in triplet states
of some metallacycles with adaptive aromaticity.22−24

The discovery of highly symmetrical multilayered inorganic
fullerenes in solid phases has introduced a new model for
investigating 3D aromaticity.25 Subsequently, several typical
Zintl clusters with a three-layered endohedral fullerene-like
structure and stoichiometries E@M12@E20 (E = As, Sn, Sb; M
= Cu, Ni, Pd, Au) have been reported in the last two decades.
Notable examples include [As@Ni12@As20]3−, [Sb@Pd12@
Sb20]n−, [Sn@Cu12@Sn20]12−, and [K@Au12Sb20]5−.

26−30

These clusters have been comprehensively investigated,
including their interlayer interactions, electronic structure
construction, magnetic aromaticity, and isostructural clusters
with compositions involving other elements, using quantum
chemical calculations.31−34 Furthermore, in addition to carbon-
free fullerenes, the synthesis of ligand-protected inorganic
fullerene-like molecules, such as the golden fullerene
[Au32(Ph3P)8(dpa)6]2− (Hdpa = 2,2′-bipyridylamine) and
Au32(R3P)12Cl8 (R = Et, nPr, nBu), has showcased the
versatility of synthetic routes (Figure 1).35,36 Nevertheless,
inorganic fullerenes or fullerene-like clusters composed of the
heaviest group 15 element Bi have not been isolated yet,
despite some reported structures involving corresponding P,
As, and Sb elements.26−28,37
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Polybismuth clusters have attracted considerable attention
due to their aromatic behavior and magnetic properties.38−41

One striking example is cluster [Th@Bi12]4−, which exhibits 2π
electrons delocalized over the nonplanar {Bi12} and displays a
ring current as strong as that in porphine, making it an all-
metal aromatic compound.42 The existence of ϕ-aromaticity in
the triangular-prismatic {Bi6} cluster has been extensively
discussed by chemists.43,44 However, the synthesis of
polybismuth clusters has historically been limited compared
with other lighter element congeners. While Zintl detected the
potential existence of the Bi73− anion through potentiometric
titration experiments in 1932, Bi22− and Bi42− were the largest
known bismuth anion clusters for an extended period.45−48 It
was not until 2014 that Dehnen and co-workers successfully
isolated Bi113− from the solution phase, overcoming this

limitation.49 Currently reported bismuth anion clusters mostly
adopt polycyclic structures or only contain small fragments of
Bi, such as [Ge4Bi14]4− and [Ga2Bi16]4− with {Bi7} frag-
ments.50−55 Despite the existence of some Bi-containing cage-
like cationic clusters and ternary anionic clusters, polybismuth
clusters with high-symmetry cage-like structures are yet to be
synthesized.56−64

In this contribution, we present the synthesis and structure
of a ternary cluster [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4−, featuring an onion-
like [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− core coordinated with two K+ cations
through electrostatic interactions. The electronic structure of
[K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4−, analyzed via density of states, reveals
bonding and antibonding orbitals resembling superatomic
shells. Calculated 3D NICS values for the overall cluster
exhibit a continuous shielding region of ±5.0 ppm at 6.0 Å

Figure 1. Structures of [B12H12]2− (a), carbon fullerenes (b−d), and fullerene-like inorganic clusters (e,f).

Figure 2. (a) Structure of cluster [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4− with thermal ellipsoids drawn at the 50% probability level. (b) Top view of cluster [Bi@
Pd12@Bi20]6−. (c) Space-filling model of the cluster [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6−. (d) Structure of the {Bi20} shell. The bond lengths are the average of all
Bi−Bi distances. (e) Structure of the {Bi@Pd12} core. The bond lengths are the averages of all Pd−Pd distances.
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from the cluster center. Combined with the EDDB analysis
results for the delocalized electrons, the [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6−
cluster demonstrates the open-shell aromatic characteristic.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The compound was prepared by the reaction of K5Bi4 and
Pd(PPh3)4 (Ph = phenyl) in N,N-dimethylformamide at 60
°C, using crypt-2.2.2 (4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-
diazabicyclo[8.8.8]hexacosane) as a chelating agent. Following
centrifuging and layering of the reaction solution with toluene,
block-like crystals were isolated after 1 week and characterized
as [K(crypt-2.2.2)]4[K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]·2DMF·2tol by sin-
gle-crystal X-ray diffraction. The K: Pd: Bi ratio was further
confirmed by EDX (energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy).
The anion [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4− (1), which shows slight
deviations from C2h symmetry, consists of an onion-skin-like
[Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− cluster (1a) and two K+ cations that cap
two opposite pentagonal faces of {Bi20}.
While two prominent examples of pnictogen clusters with a

three-layer nested structure, namely, [As@Ni12@As20]3− and
[Sb@Pd12Sb20]3−/4−, have been previously isolated, the
synthesis of the corresponding bismuth analogue remains
challenging due to its sensitivity and instability.26−29 Cluster
1a, exhibiting nearly perfect Ih point symmetry, can be
described as a pentagonal dodecahedral {Bi20} encapsulating
an endohedral icosahedral {Bi@Pd12}, with the Pd atoms
positioned below the pentagonal planes of {Bi20}, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The Bi−Bi bond lengths within {Bi20} of cluster 1a
are observed to fall within a narrow range of 3.1836(10)−
3.2278(10) Å, which are notably longer than the sum of single-
bond covalent radii of bismuth (3.02 Å) as well as those found
in bismuth Zintl clusters (2.9164(14)−3.0292(15) Å in
[Bi11]3−) and Bi2Ph4 (2.990 Å).

50,63 This phenomenon of
the bond elongation within dodecahedral cages has been
previously observed in reported [E@M12@E20]n− (E = Sn, As,
Sb; M = Cu, Ni, Pd).26−29

In comparison to the Pd−Bi contacts between the {Bi20}
shell and {Bi@Pd12} core ranging from 2.7615(18) and
2.8291(16) Å, the Pd−Bi bond lengths to the central Bi atom
are slightly longer and fall within a narrow range of
2.8531(14)−2.8791(12) Å. The Pd−Pd distances in 1
(2.9850(2)−3.0343(18) Å) are consistent with those observed
in [Sb@Pd12@Sb20]3−/4− (3.003(10) Å and 3.0009(5) Å, av),
which suggests that variations in the composition of the
external dodecahedron and central atom have a minor impact
on the size of the {Pd12} cluster.

28 A unique example of a 14-
vertex Zintl ion with multinuclear Pd atoms embedded in a
cage containing the Bi element was reported as [Pd3Sn8Bi6]4−,
in which the Pd−Pd (2.756(2)−2.774(2) Å) and Pd−Bi
(2.728(2)−2.752(2) Å) bonds are shorter than those in 1.64

The coordination of two K+ cations plays a pivotal role in
stabilizing cluster 1a. It is interesting to note that the position
of K+ is not directly above the pentagonal {Bi5} ring, resulting
in significant variations in K−Bi contacts ranging from
3.100(5) to 3.642(5) Å. Additionally, the K−Pd distance
measures 2.700(4) Å, which is shorter than those observed in
various known organometallic and inorganic compounds (>3.2
Å), indicating stronger K−Pd interactions within the anion 1.
In the comparison, the shortest distances between alkali metal
cations and Cu atoms in solid phase A12Cu12Sn21 are 3.196(7)
Å for Na−Cu and 3.578(3) Å for K−Cu, suggesting
electrostatic interactions between the alkali metal atoms and
[Sn@Cu12@Sn20]12− clusters.29 Furthermore, it has been

proven in the literature that unchelated alkali metal ions can
serve as stabilizing agents for highly negatively charged anionic
clusters, aiding in their crystallization. A striking example is the
sandwich-type cluster {[K2ZnSn8(ZnMes)]2}4−, in which four
K+ cations bridge two identical [ZnSn8(ZnMes)] units.

65

According to the results of the energy decomposition analysis
(EDA), we consider the K−Pd and K−Bi contacts of 1 as
electrostatic interactions, as elaborated below. Variable
temperature direct current (dc) susceptibility measurements
were carried out on a crystallized sample of [K(crypt-
2.2.2)]4[K2Pd12Bi21]·2DMF·2tol. The effective magnetic mo-
ment (μeff) values exhibited a gradual decrease as the
temperature decreased, from 3.32 μB at 300 K to 0.89 μB at
2 K (Figure S6).
The electronic structure of [K2(Bi@Pd12Bi20)]4− was further

explored via the density of states (DOS), in order to locate the
contribution from the different electronic shells from the outer
Bi20 dodecahedron, embedded Pd12 icosahedron, the central Bi
atom, and the capping K atoms (Figure 3). The computation-

ally explored spin-states show an energy difference between
doublet and quartet of 3.8 kcal/mol for [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− and
2.1 kcal/mol for [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4− favoring the doublet
spin-state (Table S5), which denotes crystal packing effects on
determining the cluster spin-state. Thus, a quartet spin-state is
preferred as given by μeff and effects of the crystal lattice for the
overall cluster and thus discussed hereafter. The electron count
given by Bi + 12 × Pd + 20 × Bi + 2 × K + 4 = 5e + 12 × 0e +
20 × 5e + 2 × 1e + 4e = 111 ve leads a related electronic shell
structure to the 108-ve [Sn@Cu12@Sn20]12− cluster given by

Figure 3. (a) Total density of states (Total), and partial density of
states for the contribution from Bi20, Pd12, central Bi, and capping K
atoms. (b) Isosurfaces for selected superatomic shells with
contribution from central Bi atom, and related countour plots at
the equatorial plane to denote the bonding/antibonding multilayer
characteristics.
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1S22S21P61D101F141G182P61H62D103S21H102F81I83P6 (108-
ve) with an additional of partially occupied 1I3 shell (111-
ve), where F, G, and higher angular momentum shells are split
by symmetry.29 The atomic 6s-Bi shell of the central atom
contributes to low-lying molecular orbitals, in the region of the
6s-Bi manifold from the Bi20 dodecahedron, with a slight
contribution from the 5s-Pd of Pd12 icosahedron. This
combination leads to a bonding orbital within the overall
cluster, which resembles a totally symmetric superatomic 1S-
shell, followed by an antibonding Bi−Pd12Bi20 combination as
a superatomic 2S-shell, similar to those of the [Sn@Cu12@
Sn20]12− cluster.

29,33 The atomic 6p-Bi shell of the central atom
relies on the region contributed mainly by 4d-Pd and 6p-Bi
shells of both icosahedral and dodecahedral cages, respectively,
resulting in a superatomic 2P shell. Note that the 1P shell is
contributed mainly by 6s-Bi shells from the dodecahedron,
located below. Moreover, the frontier orbitals are contributed
by both icosahedral and dodecahedral layers, as given by the
isosurface plot of HOMO and LUMO (Figure S8). Hence, the
central Bi atom ensures a filled 6s26p6 electronic configuration,
given by the bonding contribution from the external shells.
Thus, such a feature suggests a plausible spherical aromatic
behavior. Charge distribution analysis from EDDB calculations
denotes the central Bi atom to carry a −0.86e in [Bi@Pd12]3−
species, whereas the charge of the [Bi@Pd12] unit is −1.20e
and that of the Bi20 layer is −4.80e. Similar results were
obtained from electron difference maps between the [Bi@
Pd12]3− and [Bi20]3− layers (Figure S9), where charge
accumulation is denoted at the outer dodecahedral layer.
The spin-density distribution in the overall cluster exposes that
the unpaired electrons of [K2(Bi@Pd12Bi20)]4− are distributed
mainly along the outer Bi20 layer (Figure S8).
The interaction energy per each capping K atom is evaluated

at the molecular level via an energy decomposition analysis
(EDA) from the K+-[KPd12Bi21]5− fragmentation scheme in
which the [KPd12Bi21]5− fragment is a quartet.66,67 The
obtained results suggest an interaction energy of −287.4
kcal/mol, which is stabilized mainly by the electrostatic
character of the interaction (89.4%), followed by a slight
contribution (9.7%) from orbital interactions, and to a lesser
extent from the London dispersion character (0.9%). Thus, the
K cap is aggregated to the [Pd12Bi21]6− multilayer cluster by
electrostatic interactions. Such results are similar to those
obtained for the interaction of aromatic dimetalla[10]-
annulenes and alkali metals, suggesting that in both planar
and spherical aromatic species alkali metals are part of the
overall structure in addition to being considered as counter-
ions, leading to a tune in the overall aromatic characteristics of
the main structure.65

To further evaluate spherical aromatic characteristics, the
resulting shielding/deshielding response enabled under an
external magnetic field is obtained as an isosurface
representation of NICS values accounting for the orienta-
tion-averaged (isotropic) response as a result of the constant
molecular tumbling in solution (Figure 4). The calculated
values for [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4− exhibit a continuous
shielding region ascribed to the cluster contour which is
±5.0 ppm at 6.0 Å from the center of the cluster. Such a
feature is inherent to the spherical aromatic behavior, owing
that the orientation-averaged response is of an overall shielding
character.68,69 Under a specific orientation of the external field,
a long-range shielding region of −5.0 ppm at 12.2 Å along the
K−Pd12Bi21−K axis (Bz

ind) from the center of the cluster, and

of −5.0 ppm at 11.7 Å from x- and y-axis (Bx
ind, By

ind), with a
complementary deshielding region oriented perpendicularly to
the shielding cone. Such property is inherent to spherical
aromatic compounds, which in contrast to planar aromatics
enables a shielding cone property from different orientations of
the external field.70−72 Hence, the [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4−
cluster is ascribed to a heavy spherical aromatic multilayer
structure. For comparison purposes, the related E@M12@E20
species given by [As@Ni12@As20]3− and [Sb@Pd12@Sb20]3‑/4‑
were evaluated in terms of aromaticity from the characteristics
of the resulting long-range shielding cone, owing to the central
atom avoids evaluation from an inner probe. In this sense, at
8.0 Å from the center, shielding values of −10.9 ppm are found
for doublet 2[K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4− cluster, and of −19.8 ppm
in its quadruplet spin-state (4[K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4−) under a
parallel applied magnetic field, denoting a stronger shielding
cone ascribed to a stronger aromatic character for the later
spin-state. In addition, for [As@Ni12@As20]3− and [Sb@
Pd12@Sb20]3‑/4‑, values of −13.2 and −9.9/-7.1 ppm were
obtained at 8.0 Å from the center, respectively, suggesting that
4[K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4− features an enhanced shielding cone
accounting for a higher aromatic character.
Moreover, the (resonance) electronic structure is evaluated

in terms of the electron density of delocalized bonds (EDDB)
to deliver an (unperturbed) electron-density-based approach
for unraveling spherical aromatic characteristics.73 The EDDB
approach is employed for the inner palladium icosahedron
model without and with the encapsulated closed-shell bismuth
trianion (Figure 5a), Pd12 and [Bi@Pd12]3−, respectively, the
outer bismuth dodecahedron model Bi203− trianion (Figure
5b), and the entire cluster without K cations, [Bi@Pd12@
Bi20]6− (Figure 5c). The model clusters [Bi@Pd12]3− (singlet)
and Bi203− (quartet) represent electronically stable ground-
state minima with spins and charges that sum to the total spin
and charge of [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6−. The results denote that the
neutral Pd12 model shows significant delocalization of electrons
(each Pd atom contributes about 1.31e to delocalization,
mostly via σ-type conjugation of 4d orbitals), but the inclusion
of Bi3− to a large extent affects coherence of the wave function

Figure 4. (a) Three-dimensional representations of the NICS values
accounting for the orientational-averaged values (isotropic). (b)
Specific orientations of the applied field. Isosurface set at ±2.0 ppm,
blue: shielding; red, deshielding.
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as the EDDB populations drop from 15.67e to 9.31e.
Destructive interference of molecular orbitals of Pd12 and
Bi3− is also reflected by the decrease of the sum of Wiberg’s
bond orders (WBO) between palladium atoms from 8.35 in
Pd12 to 4.19 in [Bi@Pd12]3−. Interestingly, this may have no
negative effect on the stability/integrity of the latter as the
inclusion of Bi3− increases the HOMO−LUMO gap from 1.28
to 1.74 eV and it recovers the high symmetry (Ih). This is
mainly due to the significant overlap between the 6p subshell
(Bi) and 4dz2 (Pd) atomic orbitals, giving rise to much
stronger Pd−Bi bonding (WBO ≈ 0.28) compared to the
direct Pd−Pd bonding (WBO ≈ 0.06). It is worth noting that
the number of valence electrons of [Bi@Pd12]3− is 128e, thus
following the 2(N+1)2 Hirsch rule for spherical aromaticity
with N = 7.16 The relatively low EDDB value of only 9.31e
delocalized is not unexpected taking into account that Schleyer
and co-workers found that the Hirsch rule works better for
species with 50 electrons or less.74 Still, the closed-shell
configuration provides stability to the cluster. In turn, the
dodecahedron Bi203− model is electronically stable at its
quartet ground state, and according to the EDDB, it shows
moderate delocalization of electrons: each Bi atom contributes
about 0.89e to delocalization, and the average effectiveness of
delocalization within the 6p subshell is only 23.0%. Each Bi
atom bears a lone pair, and the rest of the 63 valence electrons
are distributed in an electronic configuration hg10 t2u6 a1g2 hu10

t1u6 gg8 hg10 gu8 t1u3, which has a half filled with the same spin
subshell that brings additional stability (see Figure S7). This
configuration is analogous to that of C606−, which is considered
an aromatic species, but with the t1u subshell remaining half-
filled.1 Interestingly, the inclusion of [Bi@Pd12]3− into Bi203−
leads to redistribution of charge toward the bismuth
dodecahedron that increases delocalization within both spheres
by on average 76%, while spin distribution remains almost
unchanged with about 92% of unpaired electrons delocalized
over the [Bi20] sphere. Moreover, in [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− the
effectiveness of delocalization in the 6p subshell of [Bi20]
increases to 44.1%, which is comparable to the corresponding
effectiveness of the π-electron delocalization in thiophene.75
Thus, in comparison to the bare Bi203− layer, the formation of
the overall cluster enhances the open-shell spherical aromatic
character, in line with the magnetic criteria of aromaticity (vide
supra). In addition, electron delocalization function (ELF) is
provided (Figure S10), which shows an ELF bifurcation value
of 0.4 at the outer Bi20 layer, denoting, in agreement with
EDDB results, moderate electronic delocalization.76

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a K-capped endohedral [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− cluster
core is characterized as [K2(Bi@Pd12@Bi20)]4−, featuring a
multilayer structure exploiting the dodecahedron-icosahedron
duality, extending such species to heavier inorganic fullerene

Figure 5. EDDB isosurfaces for Pd12 and [Bi@Pd12]3− (a), Bi203− (b), and [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− (c) with the corresponding EDDB-based populations
of delocalized electrons, total/fragment charges, and spins.
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realms. The here described cluster exhibits an open-shell spin-
state, retaining spherical aromatic characteristics given by their
electronic structure and induced magnetic field properties.
Interestingly, the [Bi@Pd12]3− and 4Bi203− units, which are
moderately aromatic, combined to form the [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6−
cluster generates a system with higher aromatic character
according to the EDDB and three-dimensional representations
of the induced magnetic field criteria. It remains to be seen
whether such an enhancement of the aromatic character of the
cluster with respect to that of its units is a particular property
of the [Bi@Pd12@Bi20]6− cluster or if it can be generalized to
any metallic endohedral inorganic fullerene.
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